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ABSTRACT
Multi-core processing has been widely used in high-performance computing systems. Power reduction and energy conservation are important in these systems to minimize operating cost. Two main strategies exist for power management: Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DV/FS) and server number controlling: Vary-On Vary-Off (VOVF). In this paper, the authors explore the benefits of DV/FS and VOVF and apply them in a multi-core based server cluster. An optimization problem is formulated to get the optimal resource scheduling strategy given a parallel workload. The presented optimization model provides controllable and quantitative power consumption with theoretically guaranteed service performance. The authors further study the overhead of the proposed scheme and provide a Double Control Periods (DCP) method to compensate the transition overhead. The power optimization model is evaluated via extensive simulations. It is also justified by the real workload data trace. The results prove the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model.
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INTRODUCTION

Green computing is used to support personal and business computing needs in a green and sustainable manner, such as minimizing strain and impact on resources and environment. Computing systems, particularly enterprise data centers and high-performance cluster systems consume a significant amount of energy, thus placing an increasing burden on power supply and operational cost. It is estimated that servers consume 0.5 percent of the world’s total electricity usage, which if current demand continues, is projected to quadruple by 2020 (Tedre, Chachage, & Faida, 2009). The Environmental Protection Agency recently reported that the energy used by data centers by the year 2011 is estimated to cost $7.4B (Jiang & Parashar, 2009). Some analysts predicted that IT infrastructure will soon cost more on power consuming than the hardware itself (Chen, Das, Qin, Sivasubramaniam, & Wang, 2005).

Many of the existing work on power management in server clusters are software based with hardware support. The primary principle in green computing is to achieve energy efficiency with performance guaranteed. Two main mechanisms are commonly used for energy saving: DV/FS dynamically changed the frequency and voltage of servers to produce energy saving (Vasic, Garcia, Oliver, Alou, & Cobos, 2008; Pinheiro, Bianchini, Carrera, & Heath, 2001); VOVF used server turn off/on mechanism for power management (Fan, Weber, & Barroso, 2007; Guerra, Leite, & Fohler, 2008; Sharma, Bash, Patel, & Friedrich, 2005). A few work considered integrating both DV/FS and VOVF mechanisms together (Chen et al., 2005; Nedevschi, Popa, Iannaccone, & Ratnasamy, 2008). Applying DV/FS and VOVF should take careful considerations of transition overhead, which not only leads to performance degradation but also reduce the life cycle of hardware components. However, the transition overhead was not well studied in the literature.

Amdahl’s Law provides a simple but extremely useful method to predict the potential performance of a parallel computer given the ratio of the serial and parallel portion and the number of processors. Recently, Amdahl’s law has been extended to investigate the performance and energy consumption of a multi-core computer and server clusters (Ge, Feng, & Cameron, 2009; Cho, Rami, & Melhem, 2008). These work use service time as performance metric without considering the waiting time of incoming requests.

This paper establish an optimization power model which takes advantages of both DV/FS and VOVF mechanisms to achieve energy efficiency with guaranteed responds time in a multi-core based server cluster. A novel double control periods strategy is proposed to compensate the transition overhead. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented. The power model and performance metric model are introduced. The optimization problem is formulated and the solving method provided. The transition overhead is then studied. The optimization model is also evaluated.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, power management has become one of the most important concerns on server clusters. Many previous work achieves energy saving by dynamically adjust processors’ frequency and voltage. Researchers have developed various DV/FS scheduling algorithms to save energy under timing deadlines (Vasic et al., 2008; Pinheiro et al., 2001). VOVF is a major policy applied in server clusters (Fan et al., 2007; Guerra et al., 2008; Sharma et al., 2005). In (Niyato, Chaisiri, & Sung, 2009), researchers constructed a constraint Markov model to adjust server numbers according to transition probability. In (Nedevschi et al., 2008), the authors proposed a method to reduce network energy consumption via sleeping and rate adaptation via combining VOVF and DV/FS.
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